Time & Motion
Study

Conclusions

The most significant finding from the Time &
Motion Study was that choosing Siemens Modular
Metering System, Power Mod produces substantial
labor and cost savings by reducing installation
time.

Siemens Modular Metering
System, Power Mod™

There were other important results of the study
related to enhanced efficiencies and superior ease
of use. These included the following:
• Fewer tasks: QuickRoll, QuickConnect, QuickBolt, and QuickTorque all speed up and simplify
installation.
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• No additional training costs: becoming
familiar with QuickConnect and QuickBolt
is fast and easy; assuming knowledge of
conventional metering systems, no further
training is required.
• Advantage of Power Mod’s removable back wall
plate with knockouts: elminates the need to cut
out two holes to pull the wire through the back
panel. This is another time saver.
The competitive advantages of Siemens Power Mod
were clearly demonstrated through this Time & Motion
Study. As Siemens modular metering products have historically translated into cost savings for contractors, the
RSMeans Business Solutions Team confidently projects significant cost savings for users of the newly enhanced
Modular Metering System, Power Mod.
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Executive Summary
Siemens Industry, Inc. a global
leader in industrial, manufacturing,
and construction sectors, is
now offering a newly enhanced
Modular Metering System, Power
Mod™, with QuickSystem™ and
comprehensive labor saving
features that include QuickRoll™,
QuickConnect™, QuickBolt™,
QuickTorque™, and QuickPhase™.
RSMeans was commissioned to
conduct a Time & Motion Study to
provide third party confirmation
to Siemens that installing this new
product delivers significant bottom
line savings to contractors.
The research objective was to
evaluate labor and productivity
costs and efficiencies associated
with installing Siemens Power
Mod product compared with two
competitors and a legacy Siemens
product.
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• QuickRoll, factoryinstalled rear
mounting brackets
with wheels, allows
the unit to be rolled
into the exact position
simply by the
application of hand
pressure.
• QuickConnect links
modular units at
a single point for
phase, neutral, and
ground connections.

By comparing labor costs among the
four applications, Means engineers
• The QuickTorque breakaway nut
found that the savings were $161
signals the correct torque, thus
when measured against Competitor
eliminating time-consuming
#1, and $101 against Competitor #2
torque readings.
and Siemens Legacy product.
• An exclusive side wire
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All of these findings
validate the labor and
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The study took place in an empty
productivity savings,
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plant facility in Tucker, Georgia,
enhanced efficiencies, and
$100
owned by Siemens. The building is
superior ease of installing
$50
of conventional construction, with
Siemens Modular
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a ceiling height of approximately 30
Metering System,
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feet. Four plywood walls, 8’ wide x
Power Mod. Moreover,
10’ high, with 2” x 4” wood studs, 12”
RSMeans’ experience in conducting
Additional significant advantages
on center were constructed to house
Time & Motion Studies suggests
the installation. Representatives from of the Power Mod system
even larger cost savings will be
emerged from the study. These
RSMeans witnessed and recorded
realizable as repeated applications
data on four applications: Competitor were due to special features that
increase productivity.
ensure consistency and accuracy
#1, Competitor #2, Siemens Legacy,
The Time & Motion Study
while saving installation time.
and Siemens Enhanced Power Mod
demonstrated installation cost
They include the following:
products.
savings of between 32 and 43
The most important finding from
the study was that Siemens Power
Mod requires less installation time
than the Legacy Siemens and two
competitors’ products, 43 percent
less than Competitor #1, and 32
percent less than Competitor #2 and
the Siemens Legacy products.

$300

• One mounting rail is utilized
for the installation of the
entire lineup of modular
units. This takes less time than
mounting rails for each module
individually, as required when
installing the other products in
this study.

$212

percent to users of Siemens
Modular Metering System,
Power Mod.
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Methodology

For each of the four applications
the tasks were identical: (1) install
one 125 Amp residential meter
stack; (2) install main module unit
with a 1200 Amp circuit breaker
and connect them; (3) install a
one lever bypass meter stack and
connect it to the main module;
(4) install one commercial meter
stack with a 200–225 Amp current
rating, and connect it to the lever
bypass meter stack; and (5) install
two 200 Amp circuit breakers in a
commercial meter stack, and four
100 Amp circuit breakers in a 125
Amp meter stack and wire them
from the two load centers to two
200 Amp circuit breakers in the
commercial meter stack.
The work crew, consisting of two
electricians, arrived to find the
materials which had been offloaded, inventoried, and stored
at the job site prior to installation
and performed the following
non-installation activities: moved
modular metering system to
the work area, took materials
out of boxes, and laid them on
the floor; reviewed Siemens
approved schematic drawings
and the installation sequence to

ensure understanding
of specifics and to
get clarification
where necessary
from representatives
of Siemens and/
or RSMeans; and
designated work
assignments between
themselves and
developed a work plan.

The Time & Motion
Study began directly after the
Modular Metering materials,
circuit breakers, load centers and
wire were moved to the work area.
Application times were based

application is determined by
subtracting the start time from
the finish time.

Cost Savings
Analysis
The Power Mod installation
showed a cost savings of
between $101 and $161.
Cost of Labor: Labor costs are
based on normal job conditions
and mobilization within 150–200
feet. There is no adjustment for
existing structural conditions, for
a learning curve, or for a highly
productive crew. In determining
labor costs, RSMeans used
an electrician’s rate of $69.95,
based on a bare labor rate of
$47 (union wages) averaged
for 30 major U.S. cities, plus
$22.95 contractors’ overhead
and profit.
The actual installation cost for
the Power Mod product was
$212. In the first application,
the cost for Competitor #1 was
$373, for a savings of $161. In
the second and third applications,
Competitor #2 and Siemens
Legacy products cost $313 to
install, for a savings of $101 for
Power Mod.

on the actual installation time
required to install Modular
Metering systems. The RSMeans
representative recorded data, based
on a list of standard electrical
service installation activities. This
is known as Group
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